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Just like the other games in the series, the Hanged Man delivers an amazing experience and an extremely satisfying and
terrifying conclusion the Strange Man series. I fell in love with all of these characters and it's really hard saying goodbye to all of
them in this final installment.. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. The Hanged Man is the fourth and final game in the Strange
Man series, and boy is it a way to end it off. In this game, you play as a teenage boy named "Will" with his friend "Pop" as you
try to find David Hoover, only to run away again and find Sophie Grundler and Keith Barring. You then end up in an abondoned
shelter/mental asylum, filled with ghost and shadows. Worst part is that you were seperated from Pop early on. Overall rating:
9.7/10. Easily the best game in the series.. By far the best entry in the "Strange Man" Series. Balanced, creative and fun puzzles,
excellent story, bringing all the characters from the previous games together , overall just an absolute blast to go through! Voice
acting was also a bit better this time around, especially in terms of recording quality, which makes the less great voice acting not
as grating or annoying. Just wish there were more effects applied to the voices when necessary, i.e. having a dialogue in an
empty hallway inside an abandoned building doesn't produce crystal clear voices, where's the reverb? It would also help the
atmosphere a lot . That's a missed opportunity.. If you like the Crooked Man, youll definitely love this one too. Has a great
storyline, a few good scares, original puzzles, and a huuuuge map. 9/10, absolutely worth paying for.. The game felt like it took
a lifetime to beat, but maybe that's because I kept putting it down and restarting due to forgetting where I was? Regardless, I
enjoyed the game but it wasn't exactly my favourite. Don't get me wrong, I really enjoyed it and the story within. Yes, there is
indeed a story underneath it. Yes, the story of the 5 murdered people inside the building is indeed tied to Ed. He mentions it.
But just in case you missed it, he was there when the murders went down. If I remember correctly, he looked up to the guy. He
believed what the guy had said, which was (If i remember correctly) that if you murdered someone who was negative(?)
whatever you did in the past would be cleansed. Ed had done something wrong. He had murdered someone during a 'black out'.
If you go through the game, and pay attention to what is said and put things together, you'll get the story. If you play through
expecting notes -yes there are notes in this- like in the Crooked Man, then you'll miss some story. Either way, Keith has taken
such a beating, he's a friggin tank.. Plot #### Will walks a round an abandoned mental asylum / homeless shelter looking for his
rat. He then meets a lunatic and has to escape him. This is the first game where the titular character isn't the villain. ####
Gameplay #### The setting makes no sense. Despite this building being a mental asylum, a homeless shelter, then abandoned
for 15 years all the ghosts are from the mental asylum and none relate to the 5 hobos who died. All the journals and plot items
still exist even though hobos would have lived in these areas and most likely would have moved them. The final chase is also
very annoying since you have no clue where you're meant to be running and making even a small mistake means you have to
repeat the whole escape. This is especially true in the outside area as you can't explore it before you have to run through it. ####
Puzzles #### Some rely on the ability to remember minor details from another part of the hospital. Also some time you can't
progress without a specific item, even though this item is unrelated to the problem, such as needing the headless doll to get the
library scene. #### Replayability #### There are multiple ending but you have to play the good ending route twice to get
answers to the main puzzles. #### Final thoughts #### I don't recommend this game since the plot doesn't make any sense. You
basically have to solve all the problems for the ghosts of the mental asylum residents, then you have to escape someone who's
trying to kill you because of the deaths of the 5 hobos. These 2 scenarios do not work together.. another gem on rpg maker loved
the whole series and sad to see it go just seeing all the protags from the other games made me grin like a dirty b**** doe. 7/10
IF you use a walkthrough. 4/10 otherwise. Probably the weakest of the four games in the series. Still, I would recommend it.
Personally, I bought the game to support the dev and then downloaded a freeware version with minimal voice acting, because I
dislike the VA in this game (though the VA is still head and shoulders above the previous game). Pros: -Great graphics -Unique
and well-written characters -A few interesting puzzles -A well-told plot about a character who is going through some very
relatable personal struggles. Cons: -A *LOT* of back-tracking. -A *LOT* of empty rooms, often forcing you to systematically
check every individual room in hopes of finding something. -Many of the puzzles are very flaggy. There was more than one
moment where I figured out the solution to a puzzle, but the game wouldn't actually let me solve it because I needed to interact
with the environment more. -Requires you to replay the whole game with no changes in order to unlock the second good ending
and character bios. I recommend playing it if you liked the other games, but *USE THE VGPERSON WALKTHROUGHS*.
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They explain how to the puzzles without spoiling any of the plot.

Steam Summer Sales! : The Steam Summer Sales have begun! Start this summer with a splash by grabbing some exciting indie
games from Playism! See all the exciting Playism titles on Sale Today we have set The Hanged Man on sale for 20% off!
""You're a demon child. Someday, you'll be burning in hell for your sins."". This is the fourth and final title in the Strange Man
series, developed by Uri Games. Will was running away from home with his mouse buddy Pop, until the two of them wandered
into an abandoned building. What secrets lie hidden within? Check out all the Playism titles on sale here: Steam Summer Sales
2018 feat. Playism [blog.playism-games.com] Join our Steam Publisher Page for all our latest updates: Playism Publisher Page.
Playism Weekly Sales - A Week of Wonder! : Playism has kicked off the week with an exciting collection of Playism Games on
sale! Dive into and explore new worlds full of wonder, galore and more! We have also set a lot of our new games on sale,
including La-Mulana 2 , Hakoniwa Explorer Plus and Ark Noir , which opens up to new, unexplored areas and exciting
discoveries. View the full sale list on Steam! View the full sale list on the Playism Blog! [blog.playism-games.com] --- Other
Languages. The Hanged Man Out Now! : The Hanged Man, the final title in The Strange Man series, has been released! Story.
The Hanged Man releasing February 27th : The fourth and final title in The Strange Man Series, The Hanged Man is releasing
February 27th! Will was running away from home with his mouse buddy Pop, until the two of them wandered into a ruin..
Playism Games in Steam's Weekly Sale : Hi Playism fans! We are happy to announce that a whole selection of Playism titles are
on sale this week! Check out our catalog of fantastic indie games up to 80% off!! Discover all the sales on our games in our Sale
List! View our Sales now! Strange Telephone Out Now
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